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FRANÇAIS
14/2

“Le charme de Collioure et de ses alentours” - Stéphanie Lauretta

19:00 h

Découverte des villages les plus pittoresques de la Côte Vermeille et de ses traditions

15/2

“Tour de France gastronomique” – Eric Pérez – 19:00 h

19:00 h

Présentation de plats typiques, des vins et fromages français à travers les 4 coins de France

ENGLISH
19/2

“The USA: A Melting Pot, or a Pot of Stew?” – Jim McCullough

17:00 i 19:00 h

The different ethnic groups in the US have had a great impact on US society, on aspects such as food, customs, traditions,
music, language, show business, sports, politics, and history.

20/2

“Eat Run LoveNYC” – Anna Rodon

17:00 i 19:00 h

After having taken up running by accident when I was in my late 20s and living in New York, 10 years, 5 marathons and
countless other smaller races later I am a middle-of-the pack runner who loves how running has improved her fitness levels,
brought about friendships, opportunities for volunteering, appreciation for food and a different way of experiencing cities.

21/2

“Travelling through West Africa” – Nonna van der Merwe

17:00 i 19:00 h

Join me on an adventure of a lifetime, as I tell you about a 4x4 family trip we took through western Africa in 2007. Starting in
Windhoek (capital city of Namibia) and ending in Dakar (capital city of Senegal), I'll tell you about the route we took, the
roads and weather we had to endure, the people we encountered and the life changing memories made.

22/2

“The Myth of Canadian Exceptionalism” – Rachel Finch

17:00 i 19:00 h

Since the 1960s, Canada has maintained a carefully crafted reputation for being multicultural, politically correct, and
peaceful in its foreign policy. However, there are issues within the Canadian political and social sphere that challenge this
image. This presentation will discuss these issues, specifically the tense relationship between the Canadian government
and Canada's indigenous population.

